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Abstract: In this paper, design and implementation of a wide-band dual port monopole antenna based on single circular disc radiating element has been presented for Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO) configured 4G mobile and wireless communication systems. The proposed antenna uses a partial ground plane with two rectangular grooves which lie exactly below the respective 50Ω microstrip feeding lines in order to obtain enhanced antenna’s impedance bandwidth of 2-6GHz. A circular cut with 14mm radius and centred at intersection of two partial rectangular ground planes is etched to reduce port to port RF coupling. The implemented dual port monopole antenna on 1.575mm thick RT/Duroid® 5880 substrate (with ε=2.2, tangent loss = .001) provides more than 15dB RF interport isolation for antenna’s 10dB impedance bandwidth of 2-6GHz with measured gain variations of 2-6dBi for each port excitation. In addition to interport isolation measurement for dual port antenna, the envelope correlation coefficient over the required frequency range has been calculated and plotted using S_{11}, S_{22} and S_{21} measurement results to endorse the performance of dual port implemented antenna for diversity applications.
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1. Introduction

Wideband mobile and wireless communication systems with high data rate capacity along with reliable communication link performance are in great demand for current fast growing wireless applications [1]. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technology improves the data throughput of wireless and mobile communication systems by deploying radio transceivers with multiple antennas to transmit and receive RF signals in rich scattered wireless environments [2-3]. MIMO techniques accomplish the task of improvement in data throughput and system capacity through spatially separated multiple wireless channels working at same carrier frequency (uncorrelated signals) and without additional transmit power requirements in Non Line of Sight (NLOS) communications [1],[4]. MIMO techniques are also very useful to improve the performance of wireless and mobile communication systems by minimizing the multi path propagation effect [5-6].

The MIMO antenna plays an important role to improve the overall performance of MIMO systems. Although, MIMO technology improves the capacity and reliability of wireless systems but the mutual coupling between multiple antennas degrades the obtainable MIMO performances due to increased signal correlation between multiple radio signals [7]. The coupling can be reduced by placing multiple antennas with large spatial displacements but it prevents the realization of compact transceiver [8]. The effect of mutual coupling can not be ignored in order to realize a compact MIMO transceiver where multiple antennas with minimum inter spacing are required to be fabricated on same substrate [1]. Realization of a compact MIMO antenna with required interport isolation is a challenging task [1].

The printed antennas are preferred for MIMO transceivers due to their ease of integration and low cast. For conventional compact MIMO transceivers, sufficiently separated multiple planar radiating elements are deployed and either isolation improvement techniques [9-19] or decoupling networks [20-21] are used to achieve required amount of interport
isolation for MIMO applications. For example, the antenna using two folded monopoles presented in [9] operates in 2.30-2.39 GHz frequency range and uses additional ground wall with connecting line to decrease the mutual coupling between antennas. A printed diversity monopole antenna for 2.4 GHz WLAN operation band is presented in [10]. It deploys T-shaped ground plane between two orthogonal linear monopoles for ports decoupling. A negative group delay based correlation reduction technique for closely spaced antennas technique has been proposed in [11] which reduces mutual coupling between antennas and also un-correlates the radiation characteristic of antennas. A compact MIMO antenna using two planar-monopole antenna elements has been presented in [12] for portable UWB applications. In this design, microstrip feed lines have been used to excite the two orthogonally placed antenna elements. Two long protruding ground stubs etched in ground plane improve antenna’s impedance bandwidth and reduce the mutual coupling. A 2.4GHz compact MIMO structure has been presented in [13], which uses two different types of radiating elements. It uses one proximity coupled square ring patch antenna co-located with probe fed PIFA. Both radiators are designed to work at 2.4GHz WLAN frequency and high inter-port isolation (below 25 dB) is obtained through orthogonal polarization. In [14], a dual port planar canonical antenna is presented which uses folded slots as radiating elements. Coupling parasitic elements between canonical antennas have been used for field cancellation to improve the isolation. MIMO antennas with even number of ports can be designed by replicating this proposed dual port planar canonical antenna. A compact multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna with low correlation for UWB applications has been presented in [15]. The proposed structure is comprised of two identical radiating elements fed through 50 ohms microstrip lines and placed over half sized ground plane which is triangularly trimmed on two edges adjacent to radiating element to achieve better input impedance. The orthogonal placement of two antenna elements provides good interport
isolation. The work in [16] presents a wideband isolation technique with neutralization lines for two crescent shaped printed monopole antennas placed very close to each other. The proposed antenna provides high isolation over 2.4-4.2GHz frequency band. Two antennas configuration, each comprised of two radiating elements has been presented in [17]. One configuration uses two parallel placed radiating element while the other one utilizes reverse parallel placement of antenna elements. Inverted T-shaped stubs have been used to obtain low port to port coupling over UWB frequency range. A novel neutralization technique based on two defected ground structures (a line slot and T-shaped slot etched on the ground plane) has been used in [18] to reduce the coupling between two UWB slot antennas. An ultra wideband MIMO antenna array has been presented in [19] to achieve 21dB isolation over 2.5–12 GHz frequency range by exploiting polarization diversity of two straight edged monopole radiator fed with arced feeding mechanism and placed over partial ground planes. Some antennas deploy external decoupling networks to suppress mutual coupling between elements and such decoupling networks are either based on circuit approach [20] or use lumped elements [21] to obtain improved interport isolation. For example, a circuit based technique has been used in [20] to increase the isolation between two strongly coupled antennas while a lumped elements technique has been presented in [21] to reduce the coupling between two closely packed antennas. These techniques may also be deployed for MIMO antennas.

In contrast to above reviewed research works [9-21] where multiple antenna elements are incorporated in to one antenna design or etched on same substrate to realize a compact MIMO antenna, single antenna element with multiple RF isolated feeding ports can be used in more compact form for MIMO applications. Such configuration is termed as isolated mode antenna (iMAT) [22]. Such structures excite different propagating modes in antenna for feeding from each port to reduce mutual coupling between ports [23-27]. For example, a novel dual port, single element antenna for 4G MIMO terminals based on iMAT idea has
been proposed and analysed in [23]. The concept of iMAT antenna has also been used in [24] for U-shaped single element antenna to obtain improved port to port isolation performance as compared to compact two elements monopole antenna. A dual fed compact ultra-wideband microstrip monopole antenna with reconfigurable polarisation capability has been presented in [25] for cognitive radio systems where two orthogonal feeds using different transmission line technology have been used to improve RF isolation between two ports. One port uses 50Ω feed line using coplanar waveguide (CPW) structure while the other port excites the radiating patch using 50Ω Microstrip (MS) feed line. The proposed antenna provides more than 25dB port to port isolation for 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz bandwidth based on a reflection coefficient of less than -10 dB. A dual-polarized MIMO antenna proposed in [26] for indoor wireless access point applications uses two perpendicular coplanar waveguide fed ports in order to excite two orthogonally polarized modes. Implemented antenna structure utilizes stepped cut at four corners (SCFC) technique which obtains required bandwidth by modifying the shape of radiating patch. Implemented antenna on FR-4 substrate achieves around 15dB interport isolation for 10dB impedance bandwidth of 900MHz to 2.7GHz. A 2.4GHz dual port microstrip antenna which uses external loop in order to achieve around 75dB port to port peak isolation has been presented in [27] for in band full duplex applications. Implemented antenna achieves more than 40dB interport isolation in 50MHz bandwidth.

Most of reported antenna works in literature as reviewed above are either narrow band structures or focus on MIMO antennas for UWB applications with lower cut-off frequency of 3.1GHz. Such antenna structures are unable to support MIMO applications with operating frequencies around 2.4GHz including 802.11b, 802.11g, 2.4GHz 802.11n, 2.5GHz WiMax and LTE technology). In this work, dual port monopole antenna based on single circular disc radiator has been designed and its parametric study has been carried out to obtain required impedance bandwidth of 2-6GHz and more than 15dB interport RF isolation. The
implemented antenna supports 2-6GHz MIMO applications including 2.4GHz operating frequency. As the obtainable bandwidth for single element based MIMO antennas depends upon many factors including feeding techniques and size of partial ground plane but the shape and size of single radiating element plays a critical role in this regard [28]. Thus, wideband planar single element should be selected as it could be potential wideband MIMO antenna when fed through multiple ports. In this work, we have selected circular planar radiating element as it provides better impedance bandwidth [29]. The optimized dual port antenna has been implemented on 1.575mm thick RT/Duroid® 5880 substrate to validate the simulation results. Measured transmission coefficient (S12 or S21) and calculated correlation coefficient have been used as two metrics to evaluate the interport RF isolation performance for intended impedance bandwidth of 2-6GHz for implemented dual port single element circular disc monopole antenna.

The rest of this paper has been organised as follows: Section 2 provides the design, simulation, parametric optimization study and measured 10dB impedance bandwidth results for single port circular monopole antenna on which our proposed and implemented dual port monopole antenna is based on. Design and HFSS simulation for optimized matching and interport RF isolation along with implementation details of dual port monopole antenna based on single circular element are presented in section 3. Measured input impedance bandwidth for each port, port to port RF isolation and gain measurement results are discussed in section 4. Calculated envelope correlation coefficient results using simulated and measured S-parameters for dual port antenna are discussed in same section. Finally, the paper is concluded in section 5.

2. Single port circular disc monopole antenna

As our dual port monopole antenna is based on single radiating element so first of all a single port circular disc monopole antenna has been designed and its performance is evaluated
in order to implement dual port antenna by adding second port to single port antenna and interport coupling has been suppressed by modifying the partial ground plane. The structure of single port circular disc monopole antenna is shown in Fig.1 where \( r \) and \( L_g \) represent the radius of circular disc and width of ground plane respectively. The optimized values of these two parameters are obtained through HFSS simulations in order to obtain required input impedance performance of antenna.

![Fig. 1. Single port circular disc monopole antenna with rectangular groove in partial ground plane](image)

Circular disc is excited through 3.5mm wide and 20mm (50Ω) long microstrip line. The radius \( r \) of circular radiating element defines the lower cut-off frequency for antenna’s 10dB impedance bandwidth [30] as endorsed by HFSS simulation results shown in Fig.2 for different value of radius \( r \) of circular disc radiating element. The lower cut-off frequency of antenna’s 10dB bandwidth shifts from 1.766GHz to 2.258GHz when radius of circular disc is varied from 20mm to 14mm. The radius of circular radiating element is fixed to 20mm for our design in order to get lower frequency below 2GHz. A 3.5mm wide and 10mm deep rectangular groove has been placed exactly below the antenna feeding line to get extended 10dB input impedance bandwidth [31].
Fig. 2. Simulated S11 variations with different values of circular disc radius (r)

The size of partial ground plane (Lg) also affects the impedance bandwidth of antenna in addition to spacing/gap between radiating element and ground plane. For our antenna, there is 1mm gap between ground plane and circular disc. Optimized ground plane dimensions are obtained by HFSS simulations for different values of ground plane’s width (Lg) as shown in Fig.3. For smaller values of Lg, input matching of antenna deteriorates around 3GHz but it improves at higher frequencies starting from 4GHz as clearly visible from Fig.3 for Lg=44mm. On the other hand, for larger values of Lg, antenna’s matching degrades significantly in frequency range of 4-5GHz as clearly depicted for Lg=48mm. Thus, the optimized dimensions of partial ground plane are obtained as 19mmx44mm. The optimized antenna design has been implemented using 1.575mm thick RT/Duroid® 5880 substrate (with ε=2.2, tangent loss = .001) as shown in Fig.1 with r=20mm and Lg=44.
Fig. 3. Simulated $S_{11}$ for different values of ground plane width ($L_g$)

Fig. 4. Simulated vs. measured $S_{11}$ for implemented single port circular monopole antenna
HFSS simulation and measured input matching (S11) results for antenna implemented with optimized dimensions are shown in Fig.4. Measured 10dB impedance bandwidth for implemented single port circular disc antenna is 1.5GHz to 6GHz. HFSS simulated Peak Realized gain for Single port circular monopole antenna is also shown in Fig.5. The simulated gain varies between 3.5-6.6dBi in 2-6GHz frequency range.

![Graph showing peak realized gain vs frequency](image)

**Fig. 5.** HFSS simulated peak realized gain for single port circular monopole antenna

3. **Dual port single element based circular disc monopole antenna**

   The dual port circular monopole antenna design is based on single port circular monopole antenna prototype as stated earlier. As shown in Fig.6, the radius of circular radiating element is 20mm with 3.5mm wide and 20mm long feed line to excite the radiating element from each port. There is 1mm gap between ground plane and radiating element. A 3.5mm wide and 10mm deep rectangular groove is again placed exactly below the each feeding line of antenna to get extended 10dB input impedance bandwidth as is the case with single port monopole antenna prototype.
Fig. 6. Dual port monopole antenna based on single circular disc element with circular cut of radius $R_c$ in ground plane

Additionally, a circular cut of radius $R_c$ in ground plane has been etched to obstruct the currents path between the two ports to enhance the interport isolation. As shown in Fig. 7(b) by surface currents distributions, the mutual coupling is significantly reduced by circular cut etched in ground plane as compared to antenna structure without circular cut in ground plane shown in Fig. 7 (a).

Fig. 7. Current distributions for proposed dual port circular disc antenna at 6GHz with port 1 excitation (a) without circular cut (b) with $R_c=14$mm circular cut in ground plane
The dimensions of ground plan slot ($R_c$) have been optimized by HFSS simulations to achieve improved port to port isolation ($S_{12}$) along with good antenna matching ($S_{11}, S_{22}$) for 2-6GHz operating frequency. HFSS S-Parameters simulation results for different values of $R_c$ are shown in Fig.8. For smaller slot dimensions, both antenna matching and interport isolation is degraded near 3.5GHz as shown in Fig.8 for 12mm radius of circular slot. On the other hand for larger dimensions of slot in ground plane, the antenna matching and interport isolation degrades around 6GHz frequency as shown in Fig.8 for the case of $R_c= 16mm$. The is due to reduced ground plane size as already discussed for single port antenna. Although port to port isolation for this case is improved but the upper 10dB cut-off frequency is below 6GHz which is not acceptable for our required design. The circular slot with radius $R_c=14mm$ has been selected as optimized value for our implemented antenna as it achieves 2-6GHz 10dB antenna input impedance and interport isolation is better than 15dB for this case.

![Figure 8](image_url)

**Fig. 8.** HFSS simulation results for (a) $S_{11}, S_{22}$ with different radius($R_c$) of circular cut in ground plane  (b) $S_{12}$ with different radius($R_c$) of circular cut in ground plane

HFSS simulated peak realized gain for dual port circular disc monopole antenna is shown in Fig.9 for one port excitation and will be same for other port due to symmetrical
feeding structure at both ports. The antenna gain varies between 3.2-6.1dBi in 2-6GHz operating frequency range.

![Graph showing peak realized gain vs. frequency](image_url)

**Fig. 9.** HFSS simulated peak realized gain for dual port single element circular monopole antenna

4. **Test and measurement results for dual port circular disc monopole antenna**

   Implemented dual port circular disc antenna with optimized antenna and ground plane dimensions is printed on 1.575mm thick RT5880 substrate (with ε=2.2, tangent loss = .001) as shown in Fig.6 with Rc=14mm. HFSS simulation and measured S11, S22 and S12 results for implemented antenna are shown in Fig.10. The measured 10dB lower cut-off frequency of impedance bandwidth for each port starts from 1.7GHz and upper cut-off frequency extends to more than 7GHz upper cut-off frequency as clearly indicated in Fig.10 as 10dB impedance band width. Implemented dual port circular disc antenna provides around 15dB port to port isolation for 1.7-7GHz as marked by green dotted line on Fig.10. Thus, the compact implemented dual port antenna based on single circular disc radiator provides a good interport RF isolation over wide range of frequencies.
Fig. 10. Simulated vs. measured S-Parameters for dual port circular disc monopole antenna printed on 1.575mm thick RT5880 substrate

Simulated and measured E-plane and H-plane gain patterns for implemented antenna at 3GHz, 4GHz, 5GHz and 6GHz frequencies are shown in Fig.11 for port 2 (P2) excitation. Port 1 and Port 2 are along y-axis and x-axis respectively. Therefore for port 1 YZ and XZ represent E-plane and H-plane respectively while for port 2 XZ is E-Plane and YZ is H-plane respectively. The antenna deploys same feeding structure to excite the radiating element from other port and measured input matching for second port has also similar characteristics as clear from Fig.10 so excitation from other port will provide similar but orthogonal radiation patterns. Hence due to symmetry of ports, simulated and measured E-plane and H-plane gain patterns for implemented antenna are sketched only for one port (i.e. port2).
Envelope correlation coefficient is another metric or indicator for performance evaluation of multiport antennas used for MIMO applications. The value of envelope correlation coefficient for multiport antennas should be as low as possible to ensure minimum port to port mutual coupling for MIMO antenna operation. Envelope correlation coefficient can be directly determined from far-field patterns but it can be computed using S-parameters results using equation (1) as given in [32]:

\[
|\rho_e| = \frac{|s_{11}^*s_{12} + s_{21}^*s_{22}|^2}{(1 - |s_{11}|^2 + |s_{21}|^2)(1 - |s_{22}|^2 + |s_{12}|^2)}
\]  

(1)
The acceptable antenna’s envelope correlation coefficient for reliable MIMO performance is reported to be <0.5 [9].

Simulated and measured correlation coefficients computed by simulated and measured S-parameters respectively are shown in Fig. 12. The measured value of envelope correlation coefficient for our antenna is less than 0.02 over required impedance bandwidth which ensures that implemented dual port antenna can be effectively used for MIMO applications over 2-6GHz frequency range.

**Fig. 12.** Simulated and measured correlation coefficient for dual port single element monopole antenna

5. Conclusion

A compact (64mmx64mm) dual port monopole antenna based on single circular disc radiating element has been proposed and implemented for 2-6GHz MIMO applications. Implemented antenna provides more than 15dB port to port RF isolation in target 10-dB impedance bandwidth of 2-6GHz along with good radiation characteristics. Measured and
simulated S-parameter, gain patterns and correlation coefficients results are in good agreement for proposed and implemented antenna. The implemented dual port antenna can be effectively used for 2-6GHz MIMO applications based on its nice interport isolation which was also endorsed by correlation coefficients computed by measured S-parameters.
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